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ABSTRACT
Active galactic nuclei (AGN) are powered by the accretion of disks of gas onto super-
massive black holes (SMBHs). Stars and stellar remnants orbiting the SMBH in the
nuclear star cluster (NSC) will interact with the AGN disk. Orbiters plunging through
the disk experience a drag force and, through repeated passage, can have their orbits
captured by the disk. A population of embedded objects in AGN disks may be a sig-
nificant source of binary black hole mergers, supernovae, tidal disruption events and
embedded gamma-ray bursts. For two representative AGN disk models we use geo-
metric drag and Bondi-Hoyle-Littleton drag to determine the time to capture for stars
and stellar remnants. We assume a range of initial inclination angles and semi-major
axes for circular Keplerian prograde orbiters. Capture time strongly depends on the
density and aspect ratio of the chosen disk model, the relative velocity of the stellar
object with respect to the disk, and the AGN lifetime. We expect that for an AGN
disk density ρ & 10−11g/cm3 and disk lifetime ≥ 1Myr, there is a significant population
of embedded stellar objects, which can fuel mergers detectable in gravitational waves
with LIGO-Virgo and LISA.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Galactic nuclei contain large numbers of stars and stel-
lar remnants orbiting the central supermassive black hole
(SMBH) (e.g. Morris 1993; Miralda-Escude´ & Gould 2000;
Hailey et al. 2018; Generozov et al. 2018). SMBH orbiters
are dynamically ‘hot’, with a large velocity dispersion (An-
tonini 2014; Leigh et al. 2018). However, a small fraction
of galactic nuclei are active due to a disky gas accretion
flow onto the SMBH. The resulting active galactic nucleus
(AGN) disk, acts to dynamically ‘cool’ SMBH orbiters over
its lifetime, generating an orbiter velocity dispersion that
? E-mail: gaia.fabj@stud.uni-heidelberg.de
approaches that of the gas disk (Ostriker 1983; Syer et al.
1991; McKernan et al. 2012).
AGN disks therefore contain a two-component popula-
tion of embedded objects: an initial component correspond-
ing to orbiters that geometrically coincide with the disk, and
a captured component that grows over time as orbits are
dragged into alignment with the disk plane (e.g. Syer et al.
1991; Artymowicz et al. 1993; Rauch 1995; McKernan et al.
2012; Just et al. 2012; Kennedy et al. 2016b,a; Panamarev
et al. 2018; MacLeod & Lin 2020). The initial embedded
population is simply a function of the geometric size and as-
pect ratio of the disk. The captured component will grow as
a function of the drag experienced by disk-crossing orbiters,
which in turn depends on the nuclear population, the disk
density profile, geometric thickness and lifetime.
© 2020 The Authors
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Objects embedded in AGN (or protoplanetary) disks
will experience torques from the disk gas and migrate (Lin
& Papaloizou 1986; Ward 1997; Tanaka et al. 2002; Levin
2007; Paardekooper et al. 2010; Lyra et al. 2010; Horn et al.
2012). Migrator encounters promote the formation of new
binaries (Secunda et al. 2019) and gas hardening can drive
rapid mergers (Baruteau et al. 2011), yielding gravitational
wave (GW) events detectable with LIGO-Virgo (e.g. McK-
ernan et al. 2012, 2014; Bellovary et al. 2016; Bartos et al.
2017b; Stone et al. 2017; McKernan et al. 2018, 2020b; Yang
et al. 2019; McKernan et al. 2020a; Tagawa et al. 2020; Gro¨b-
ner et al. 2020; Ishibashi & Gro¨bner 2020) and with LISA
(McKernan et al. 2014; Derdzinski et al. 2019, 2020). By dis-
entangling the AGN contribution to LIGO-Virgo detection
rates, it will be possible to probe beneath the AGN photo-
sphere and place strong constraints on AGN mid-plane gas
densities, disk aspect ratios and disk lifetimes.
If AGN disks are efficient at nuclear orbit capture, the
contribution of this channel to GW events detectable with
LIGO-Virgo and LISA is likely to be significant and possibly
dominant. Efficient disk capture also increases the number
of electromagnetic (EM) transients associated with embed-
ded objects in AGN, that might be detectable in large sky
surveys of AGNs (e.g. Graham et al. 2017; Cannizzaro et al.
2020). The process of orbit capture may also lead to de-
tectable EM signatures. Grazing inclination orbits encoun-
tering the disk may generate luminous counterparts from
Bondi drag shocks (Graham et al. 2020, submitted).
Here we investigate the rate of capture of stars and
stellar-origin black holes (sBH) into AGN disks for two rep-
resentative disk models. While multiple mechanisms may be
responsible for the dynamical cooling of orbits, we focus here
on the impact of drag, in particular Geometric drag for stars
and Bondi-Hoyle-Lyttleton drag for sBH. This paper is laid
out as follows. In §2 we describe the models and methods
underlying our calculations. In §3 we describe our results,
and in §4 we discuss our results in the context of other work
along with the implications for gravitational wave observa-
tions. Finally, in §5 we outline our conclusions.
2 MODELS AND METHODS
Here we outline our assumptions concerning nuclear star
clusters, AGN disk models and drag forces at work for disk-
crossing orbiters.
2.1 Nuclear Star Clusters
Since we are concerned with the alignment of orbiters in
galactic nuclei with AGN disks, we must first consider prop-
erties of nuclear star clusters (NSCs). NSCs are found in
many (particularly dwarf) galactic nuclei in the local Uni-
verse (e.g. Bo¨ker et al. 2002; Coˆte´ et al. 2006; Wehner &
Harris 2006). NSCs and SMBHs co-exist, with NSCs be-
coming less significant or absent for MSMBH > 5 × 107M
(Graham & Spitler 2009). The M −σ relation may be differ-
ent for NSCs than for SMBH (e.g. McLaughlin et al. 2006;
Leigh et al. 2012; Scott & Graham 2013).
NSCs are significantly brighter and denser than glob-
ular clusters, but have the same size scale (e.g. Neumayer
Table 1. Assumed Properties of NSC
Orbiters
Object Mass [M] Radius [R]
M Dwarf 0.5 0.4
G Star 1 1
O Star 50 15
Red Giant 1.5 100
sBH 10 RBondi
et al. 2020, and references therein). In our own Galactic nu-
cleus, the NSC may have been built up from the infall of
multiple globular clusters plus nuclear star formation, over
a Hubble time (e.g. Antonini 2014). Two-body interactions
and the tendency of the system to approach equipartition
causes massive objects to sink and less massive objects to
diffuse outwards (Bahcall & Wolf 1976), causing mass seg-
regation. For a low initial density of larger mass objects, the
less massive objects in a galactic nucleus act as a dynami-
cal friction background and a steep mass segregation profile
can develop, with a very high number density of stellar ori-
gin black holes (sBH) in the central regions (e.g. Alexander
& Hopman 2009; Preto & Amaro-Seoane 2010).
Here we consider the interaction between NSC elements
and an AGN disk. We assume that there is a dense popula-
tion of stars (of various types) and stellar remnants (white
dwarfs, neutron stars and sBH) that interacts with our
model AGN disks. Table 1 shows the properties of fiducial
NSC orbiters, where
RBondi =
2GMBH
c2s + v2rel
(1)
corresponds to the Bondi radius of the sBH, with MBH the
sBH mass, vrel is the relative velocity of the sBH to the
(Keplerian) gas and cs the local gas sound speed.
In the absence of an AGN disk, the orbits will relax into
a dynamically hot state with a distribution of orbital param-
eters: semi-major axes (a), eccentricity (e), and inclination
angle (i) (Antonini 2014). In this work, we shall assume Ke-
plerian orbits spanning a range of (a, i) for all stellar types
and sBH and allow these to evolve due to disk drag effects
(i.e. dadt ,
di
dt < 0). For simplicity, we shall assume e = 0 and
de
dt = 0 for all orbits. See Section 4.1 for a discussion of the
consequences of our assumptions for (e, de/dt) (and see also
MacLeod & Lin 2020).
2.2 AGN disk models
Here we use two plausible AGN disk models Sirko &
Goodman (2003), hereafter SG, and Thompson et al. (2005),
hereafter TQM. Figure 1 (top panel) compares the 1-d radial
disk height profiles of the SG (blue) and TQM (red) models.
A schematic SMBH and orbiting star are added to illustrate
a disk-crossing orbiter. Fig. 1 (lower panel) compares the 1-
d radial density profiles for both models. SG is constructed
to match observed AGN optical/UV SEDs and is therefore
likely more representative of inner AGN disks. TQM is con-
structed to match inferred mass inflow from star formation
MNRAS 000, 1–10 (2020)
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Figure 1. Disk height (top), aspect ratio (middle), and density
(bottom) profiles as a function of semi-major axis for SG (blue)
and TQM (red) models. In the top panel, 1-d radial height pro-
files are reflected both across the disk mid-plane (black horizon-
tal dashed line) and to the far side of the schematic SMBH to
illustrate the model cross-sections. The orbit of the schematic
off-plane orbiter are defined by the semi-major axis (a) and in-
clination (i). We assume orbital eccentricity (e) ∼ 0 for inclined
orbiters (see text).
and so is likely more representative of outer AGN disks. Nev-
ertheless both models represent plausible AGN disks which
typically have larger aspect ratios than a Shakura-Sunyaev
disk model (Shakura & Sunyaev 1973). From Fig. 1, NSC
stars or stellar remnants with a < 107 Rg interact with the
disks. At small semi-major axes, (a ≤ 104 Rg), the Keplerian
orbital period (Torb = 2pia3/2G−1/2M
−1/2
SMBH) is shortest and ρ
is largest, so we anticipate that drag effects are most impor-
tant in these models at small disk semi-major axes. At larger
semi-major axes (a > 104 Rg), gas density falls quickly and
orbital time is long, so we anticipate a less efficient, slower
capture process at large semi-major axes in these models.
2.3 Drag on disk-crossing orbiters
When an NSC orbiter plunges through the gas disk (e.g. in
the schematic in Fig. 1), it experiences a drag force from the
gas. For a sufficiently long-lived disk, or a sufficiently small
semi-major axis, repeated disk-orbiter interactions tend to
reduce both the inclination angle (i) and semi-major axis
(a) of the orbiter so that dadt ,
di
dt < 0 and given enough time
the orbiter is captured by the disk. We define disk capture
when (a, i) are completely contained within the disk radial
height profile. We assume orbiters are subject to zero drag
for the portion of their orbit that is outside the disk. For the
purposes of the present work we ignore objects on retrograde
orbits with respect to the disk gas and we leave discussion of
retrograde orbiters to future work. We also ignore the effect
of vertical Lindblad resonances Lubow (1981); Artymowicz
& Lubow (1994) which are likely to accelerate the processes
described here. The drag forces experienced by stars and
stellar remnants are different and we describe them each
below.
2.3.1 Geometric Drag
When the orbiter surface is well defined, i.e. for every or-
biter we consider except black holes, geometric drag provides
the primary drag force. We define the geometric drag force
(FGEO) as (Passy et al. 2012):
FGEO =
1
2
Cd (4pir2∗ ) ρdiskvrel2 (2)
where r∗ is the orbiter surface radius, ρdisk is the local disk
density, and vrel is the relative velocity between the orbiter
and the disk. We assume the drag coefficient, Cd = 1, appro-
priate for a spherical star or stellar remnant (in general it
is a factor of order unity at high Reynolds number, appro-
priate to AGN disks). The action of the drag causes loss of
kinetic energy and momentum. 1
2.3.2 Bondi-Hoyle-Lyttleton Drag
Black holes do not have a solid surface so geometric drag
is not appropriate for this case. However, gas will flow
around the sBH to create a Bondi-Hoyle-Lyttleton (BHL)
drag shock tail. This tail acts to gravitationally slow the
passage of the sBH. The drag force due to BHL accretion
(FBHL) is (e.g. Ostriker 1999; Antoni et al. 2019):
FBHL = ÛMBHL vrel =
4piG2M2BHρdisk
v2rel
(3)
1 Kinetic energy losses from the orbit are converted to thermal
energy in the disk, adding to local turbulence and viscosity. This
will be a topic of future work.
MNRAS 000, 1–10 (2020)
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where ÛMBHL is the usual expression for the Bondi mass ac-
cretion rate and MBH is the mass of the sBH. FBHL has a
1/v2rel dependence instead of the v2rel in FGEO. As a result,
sBHs experience greater drag at small inclination angle (i)
(where vrel is always small) and at a large semi-major axis
a (where Keplerian velocities are small). We will ignore the
effects of BHL accretion ( ÛMBHL) on the sBH mass during
passage through the disk. However, the EM luminosity as-
sociated with disk crossing sBH, LBHL = η ÛMBHLc2, is likely
to be most luminous at small i, where ÛMBHL is largest and
assuming η, the radiative efficiency of the accreting gas, is a
few percent (see also Section 4.3).
2.4 Capture-time for inclined orbits
Consider a single orbiter of mass M and radius r∗ on a pro-
grade Keplerian orbit of semi-major axis, a, and inclination
angle, i with respect to the disk plane. In the simplest case,
if we assume that each passage results in a negligible change
in a (i.e. dadt ≈ 0 per orbit), then didt < 0 due to drag until
the inclination angle i ≤ icrit where
icrit = arcsin
(
H
2a sin i
)
(4)
where H is the disk height and the orbiter is then embedded
in the disk. Since dadt = 0, the time taken for the disk to
capture the orbiter (Tcap) is an analytic estimate which is
frequently an upper limit, i.e. Tcap < Torb
dvz
vz
where dvz is the
change in the orbital velocity component perpendicular to
the disk plane (vz) and Torb is the Keplerian orbital period.
For orbiters undergoing geometric drag therefore,
Tcap GEO <
4
3pi
(
ρ∗
ρdisk
) ( r∗
a
) ( 1
sin i
)
1
arcsin
(
H
2a sin i
) Torb (5)
for a star of density ρ∗ and semi-major axis r∗ and where the
arcsin term corresponds to the fraction of the orbit spent in
the disk. The equivalent upper limit for disk capture of sBH
is
Tcap BHL <
vrel4 sin3 i
8pi2aG2MBH ρdisk arcsin
(
H
2a sin i
) Torb. (6)
However, for small a and high ρdisk, we should expect
da
dt to be signficantly non-zero. In this case, we should allow
da
dt < 0 and find the change, due to drag, in orbital velocity
components perpendicular (dvz) and parallel (dvθ) to the
disk plane for each passage. The orbital inclination after the
jth passage through the disk is then
ij+1 = arctan
(
vzj + dvzj
vθj − dvθj
)
. (7)
The loss of kinetic energy due to drag induced work,
Wdrag,j = Fdrag,jRarc,disk,j = Fdrag,j × 2aj arcsin
(
H
2aj sin ij
)
(8)
where Rarc,disk,j is the arc of the orbit embedded in the disk
on a single pass, goes directly into potential energy, as the
orbiter moves deeper into the the SMBH potential well. In
Eqn.8 we can substitute Fdrag with FBHL for sBH and FGEO
for all other orbiters, and (aj, ij) are the orbital semi-major
axis and inclination angle on the jth pass. So the change in
semi-major axis (∆aj) after the jth disk passage is
∆aj =
GMSMBH
2Wdrag,j
(9)
Writing the orbital semi-major axis after the (j + 1)th pas-
sage through the disk as
aj+1 = aj − ∆aj (10)
the final time to capture is
Tcap =
2n(i0,a0)∑
j=0
Torb(aj)
2
=
2n∑
j=0
pia3/2j+1√
GMSMBH
(11)
where n = jcrit2 is the number of orbits to achieve capture
(ij ≤ icrit). In general, n will depend on i0, the initial orbital
inclination angle, and a0, the initial semi-major axis, and we
must find n and Tcap by numerical integration over a specific
disk model.
3 RESULTS
Here we discuss the time taken for our two AGN disk models
to capture various stellar types and sBH as a function of i0
and a0.
3.1 Geometric Drag
Fig. 2 shows Tcap as a function of a0 for stars on Keplerian
prograde orbits assuming i0 = 45◦ interacting with a SG disk
(top panel) and a TQM disk (bottom panel) respectively.
The stars have properties as in Table 1. Coloured curves cor-
respond to the analytic approximation for Tcap from eqn. 5
for each stellar type. Large colored star symbols and small
black star symbols indicate a0 and final a for a given Tcap
(read off vertical axis), from numerical integration of eqn. 11.
The grey horizontal band corresponds to a fiducial range of
AGN disk lifetimes (0.1-100 Myr), which is consistent with
values inferred from observations (Haehnelt & Rees 1993;
King & Nixon 2015; Schawinski et al. 2015). For most choices
of orbital initial conditions, Tcap from eqn. 11 is less than or
equal to the value from the analytic approximation of eqn. 5,
so our analytic form is a convenient upper limit.
Fig. 3 shows Tcap as function of i0 for different stellar
types assuming a0 = 104 Rg. The curves in Fig. 3 correspond
to the analytic expression in eqn. 5, which is very weakly
dependent on i, hence the flatness of the curves. However,
Fig. 3 also shows that numerical integration is required for
highly inclined orbiters, and for disk models with highly vari-
able radial height profiles (e.g. TQM). Counter-intuitively,
highly inclined stellar orbiters are captured faster by the SG
disk since relative velocity is largest for high i0 and there-
fore FGEO is largest. The TQM disk model is less efficient
than the SG disk model at star capture at a0 = 104 Rg for
all stellar types, with only Red Giants ending up within the
disk for plausible AGN lifteimes. Some variations in Tcap as
a function of i for the TQM disk appear to be due to changes
in a across the sharp (unphysical) density and scale height
changes at a ∼ 5 × 103 Rg.
MNRAS 000, 1–10 (2020)
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From the top panels of Fig. 2 and Fig. 3, stars on pro-
grade orbits with a0 ≤ 103 Rg will all end up within SG-
type AGN disks on short timescales. For AGN lifetimes of
∼ 1Myr, most stars within a < 104 Rg will end up within
SG-type AGN disks. Assuming a ∼ 106M/pc3 uniform
stellar density nuclear star cluster at a < 0.1pc from the
SMBH (Antonini 2014), we should expect O(103) stars with
a < 104 Rg. So, several hundred stars in the core of an NSC
will be captured by a SG-type AGN disk over a fiducial
∼ 1Myr lifetime. Conversely, if most AGN disks are more
like TQM than SG, we should expect few NSC stars to be
captured by AGN disks. Hence, the rate of supernovae, tidal
disruptions and other stellar EM signatures associated with
embedded stellar objects in AGN disks is a direct probe of
mean AGN disk properties (see also below). In both disk
models, stars are most quickly captured by the disk at small
semi-major axes where Torb is small.
3.2 Bondi-Hoyle-Lyttleton Drag
Figure 4 shows Tcap as a function of semi-major axis (a) for
sBH on Keplerian prograde orbits with initial inclination
angles spanning i0 = [5◦, 80◦] interacting with a SG disk
(top panel) and a TQM disk (bottom panel). The sBH have
properties as in Table 1. Coloured curves correspond to the
analytic expression in eqn. 6 for each choice of i0. For i0 =
5◦, 15◦, Tcap analytic curves are cut off at very small and very
large semi-major axes because the value of icrit rises in those
regions with the aspect ratio of the disk. Those curves are
thus already fully embedded in the disk. Large star symbols
indicate starting semi-major axis (a0) for sBH with colour
indicating i0, and are connected by horizontal lines to small
black star symbols, indicating the sBH semi-major axis at
Tcap from numerical integration of eqn. 11.
From Fig. 4, several things stand out. First, sBH with
inclination angles ≤ 15◦ will be captured by an SG-type
AGN disk for most of the disk (102 Rg < a < 106 Rg). For
a uniform sBH distribution, this corresponds to a moderate
fraction of the entire NSC sBH population. Second, there is
a quite remarkable plunge in semi-major axis to small val-
ues (≤ 2× 102 Rg for SG; ≤ 103 Rg for TQM) during orbital
capture. This plunge suggests that the BHL drag runs away,
as a decreases and brings the sBH into denser regions in
the inner disk. One consequence is that O(10%) of sBH in
an NSC could be delivered in large numbers to the inner-
most AGN disk over a plausible AGN disk lifetime, with
significant implications for the LIGO-Virgo merger rate as
well as the build up of massive (IMBH) merger products in
the inner disk (see §4 below). Third, by contrast with stars,
disk capture can be surprisingly efficient for sBH at large
disk semi-major axes and lower inclinations due to the rel-
ative velocity dependence of FBHL. Fourth, because sBH on
high inclination orbits have initially very high relative ve-
locities, their orbits are barely perturbed by BHL drag, and
they spend most of their orbital decay at ∼ constant a and
slowly decreasing i. This continues until the combination of
(a, i) produces a vrel that causes large perturbations per disk-
crossin, leading to rapid capture. Thus eqn. 6 is a reasonable
guide for Tcap at high i, but becomes an increasingly poor
approximation at low i, where the time to reach the critical
plunge conditions is small. Fifth, merging black holes with
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Figure 2. Capture-Time (Tcap) due to geometric drag as a func-
tion of initial orbital semi-major axis (a0) for the four stellar
objects from Table 1 for a SG disk model (top panel) and TQM
disk model (bottom panel). Each star has a Keplerian prograde
orbit with i0 = 45◦. Curves correspond to the analytic estimate of
Tcap from eqn. 5. Large coloured star and small black star symbols
indicate the initial a0 and final a for each stellar type after Tcap
(which is read off the vertical axis of the plot), found from numer-
ical integration of eqn. 11. Grey band corresponds to a plausible
range of AGN disk lifetimes (see text). The largest stellar radii are
captured most quickly for a given model, but the capture times
for the SG model are always shorter, due to higher gas densities;
thus, an SG disk captures all stars with a < 104 Rg at i0 = 45◦,
while a TQM disk captures only Red Giants at most radii, and
captures other stars only at very small disk radii.
modest kicks directed significantly out of the disk will likely
lead to the removal of the merger product from the disk, and
we consider disk recapture for fiducial AGN disk lifetimes in
4.2.1.
Fig. 5 shows Tcap as a function of i0 for sBH with
a0 = [102, 107] Rg for the SG disk model (top panel) and
TQM (bottom panel). Curves correspond to the analytic ex-
pression for Tcap from eqn.6 and these have smallest values
at the densest semi-major axes in the two models. From the
top panel it is clear that sBH across a wide range of semi-
major axes (∼ 102 − 106 Rg) can be captured efficiently by
SG-type AGN disks for i0 ≤ 15◦. From Fig. 4, we expect sBH
to be captured for i0 ≤ 30◦ for semi-major axes near 104 Rg.
sBH orbits with i0 ≤ 15◦ can be captured by a TQM-type
disk within plausible AGN disk lifetimes.
We demonstrate the remarkable collapse in semi-major
MNRAS 000, 1–10 (2020)
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Figure 3. Capture time Tcap due to geometric drag as a func-
tion of initial orbital inclination (i0) with notation as for Fig. 2.
We assumed Keplerian prograde orbits with a0 = 104 Rg . Curves
correspond to the analytic estimate for Tcap from eqn. 5 and star
symbols indicate Tcap from numerical integration of eqn. 11. Con-
servation of energy causes higher orbital inclinations to produce
large changes in a, as the number of orbits needed to reach icr it
increases. This results in a lower Tcap for higher inclinations at the
same initial semi-major axis. Changing a also causes the anoma-
lies seen in the TQM panel, due to orbiters crossing the (unphys-
ical) density discontinuity at approximately 5 × 103 Rg .
axis of captured sBH in Fig. 6. Here we plot the change in
orbital inclination as a function of time for an sBH with
i0 = [5◦, 15◦] interacting with an SG disk. The curves are
color coded in terms of the change in semi-major axis with
a0 = [105, 106] Rg. For an orbit initially inclined at 5◦ and
starting at 105Rg, the semi-major axis is reduced by three
orders of magnitude, while for the same a0 but for i0 = 15◦,
a decreases by four orders of magnitude. EM counterparts
to this plunge in a may be detectable (see §4.3).
4 DISCUSSION
Orbital capture by AGN disks and the implications that
follow from that (mergers, build up of IMBH) are strongly
dependent on the assumed disk gas properties. Here we com-
pare our results with those of other groups and we discuss
the implications of our results for GW and EM detectors
as well as prospects for determining the properties of AGN
disks from GW and EM observations.
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Figure 4. As Fig. 2 but for (Tcap) due to BHL drag as a func-
tion of a0 for a sBH on an inclined orbit w.r.t. a SG disk model
(top panel) and TQM disk model (bottom panel). The sBH are
on Keplerian prograde orbits with i0 = 5◦, 15◦, 30◦, 45◦, 60◦, 80◦ re-
spectively (each with an associated colour). Curves correspond to
analytic estimates for Tcap from eqn. 6. As in Fig. 2, large coloured
star symbols and small star symbols correspond to a0 and final
a at a given Tcap (which is read off the vertical axis), found from
numerical integration of eqn. 11. Because sBH on high inclina-
tion orbits have initially very high relative velocities, their orbits
are barely perturbed by BHL drag, and they spend most of their
orbital decay at ∼ constant a and slowly decreasing i. This con-
tinues until the combination of (a, i) produces a vrel that causes
large perturbations per disk-crossing, leading to rapid capture.
Thus eqn. 6 is a reasonable guide for Tcap at high i, but becomes
an increasingly poor approximation at low i, where the time to
reach the critical plunge conditions is small. Note also that the
sBH are always captured at small radii, where the aspect ratio
(H/a) of the respective disk model sharply increases–hence the
importance of accounting for the large ∆a.
4.1 Comparison with recent work
Other groups have worked on aspects of the same problem
from a range of different angles, including semi-analytic work
(MacLeod & Lin 2020), and high resolution N-body simula-
tions using φGRAPE (Just et al. 2012; Kennedy et al. 2016b;
Panamarev et al. 2018). In the latter case, the authors adopt
two disk models, one with constant height and the other
with varying height, which are variants of classic (Shakura
& Sunyaev 1973; Novikov & Thorne 1973) thin-disk models,
characterized by a Keplerian rotation curve and with a disk
lifetime of 100 Myr. While they adopt a dissipative force
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Figure 5. As Fig. 3 except Tcap due to BHL drag as a function
of i0 for sBH for a range of a0. Curves correspond to analytic
estimates of Tcap at each a0 from eqn. 6 and the curves end at icrit
for each a0. Star symbols correspond to Tcap found by numerical
integration of eqn. 11. For i0 < 15◦, sBH may be captured by either
SG or TQM disks, though SG captures them from a wider range
of a0; only long-lived SG disks can capture sBH from i0 & 15◦.
Figure 6. Change in orbital inclination angle as a function of
time for sBH with i0 = 5◦ and 15◦, and a0 = 105 and 106Rg ,
respectively, interacting with an SG disk model (compare with
Fig. 4 top panel). Note the behavior of ∼constant a with slowly
decreasing i, prior to a critical vrel which induces a a rapid plunge.
The greatest potential for EM counterparts of disk-crossing lies
when di/dt is greatest.
equivalent to geometric drag, unlike our single-particle an-
alytic approach these authors simulate the interaction of a
collection of Sun-like stars with their model disk (Just et al.
2012; Kennedy et al. 2016b). Kennedy et al. (2016b) show
that particle orbital eccentricity quickly decays to e ∼ 0,
which lends support to our simplifying assumption of circu-
lar orbits above. Results from (Kennedy et al. 2016b) also
show that prograde circular orbits are better captured in
the model with varying disk thickness as a function of semi-
major axis, whereas the disk model of constant height has a
low number of stars that are captured at initial inclinations
higher than 30◦. In Panamarev et al. (2018), the work in
Just et al. (2012) and Kennedy et al. (2016b) is extended
to include the properties of the nuclear stellar disk and the
effects of tidal disruption, and they expect a rate of ∼ 140
stars captured by a gaseous disk per ∼ 1Myr of evolution.
In our case, if we assume a uniform distribution of
stars and stellar remnants in an NSC of total mass MNSC ∼
106M, within the central pc3, then in the central < 104 R3g
we expect O(103M) drawn from the NSC population. From
Fig 2 we expect around a quarter of these stars (i < 45◦)
to be captured on ∼Myr timescales into a SG-type disk, so
within a factor of a few of the results in Panamarev et al.
(2018). Conversely, in a TQM-style AGN disk, we would only
expect a small number of red giants within < 104−5 Rg to end
up within the TQM disk, due to the longer capture times
produced by the lower gas densities of the TQM disk. This
illustrates the dependence of the disk population of stellar
objects on gas disk properties, and highlights the importance
of exploring the full parameter space of disk models.
MacLeod & Lin (2020) study the depletion of eccentric
orbits into the AGN disk, allowing for interactions of nu-
clear orbiters with each other (via two-body relaxation) in
addition to orbiter-disk interactions. They find disk capture
has two phases. In the first phase, the orbital inclination,
longitude of ascending node and argument of periapse re-
main nearly constant while (a, e) decrease rapidly, until the
the orbits have circularized. In the second phase, i decreases
until the orbiter has been captured by the disk. MacLeod
& Lin (2020), used a disk model based on that of Rauch
(1995), who find that at i ≤ 30◦, orbit circularization takes
≤ 0.1Myr, which is less than the lowest value we assume for
the fiducial AGN lifetime. Rauch (1995) find the circulariza-
tion time can become significant (> 0.1Myr) at i ≥ 30◦. By
contrast with our findings, MacLeod & Lin (2020) find that
sBH are unlikely to experience disk capture within an AGN
disk lifetime. However, (1) they utilize a very thin (α = 1)
disk model (Rauch 1995), and so the fraction of an orbit
experiencing drag force is very small and their icrit is larger;
(2) sBH with initially highly eccentric orbits must first have
their orbits circularized in order to be captured; but high
eccentricity implies higher vrel thereby yielding a larger Tcap.
In our case, as shown in the top panels of Fig 4 and 5 for
the SG model, the sBH will be captured in ≤ 10 Myrs for
i0 ≤ 15◦. This apparently small enhancement of the range
of captured inclination angles significantly enhances the vol-
ume of the nucleus from which sBH can be captured by dense
AGN disks.
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4.2 Implications for LIGO-Virgo and LISA
4.2.1 Dense AGN disks (> 10−11g/cm−3)
The capture of NSC orbits by AGN disks via drag can be
relatively efficient for dense gas disks (e.g. SG-type models).
In this case, a large population of stars and sBH can be
transferred from the NSC spheroid into the inner AGN disk
over the disk lifetime. Once there, captured orbiters experi-
ence gas torques and migrate inward on a timescale inversely
proportional to their mass (i.e. dadt ∝ 1/M, where M is the
migrator mass) (Tanaka et al. 2002). The AGN disk models
considered here possess migration traps where inward and
outward gas torques cancel (Bellovary et al. 2016). As a re-
sult, massive migrators (e.g. sBH) can encounter each other
at small separations, form binaries and merge (Secunda et al.
2019). Such sBH mergers are directly detectable with LIGO-
Virgo and will tend to involve higher mass sBH as well as
higher mass ratio mergers (Yang et al. 2019; McKernan et al.
2020b). A continuous supply of sBH to a disk migration trap
as a result of disk capture would also support the build up
of intermediate mass black holes (IMBH) at those migration
traps (McKernan et al. 2020b). The resulting population of
IMBH-SMBH binaries should be detectable with LISA (par-
ticularly for SMBH < 107M).
Figure 4 shows that sBH on orbits with small inclina-
tion angles to the AGN disk will rapidly be captured. This
result has implications for the re-capture of merged binary
black holes. Merging sBH binaries suffer recoil kicks due
to GW emission (e.g. Campanelli et al. 2007), so merger
remnants should end up on orbits with non-zero inclina-
tions. However, the remnants will be re-captured by SG-
type AGN disks quickly unless the post-kick inclination an-
gle to the disk is > 15◦. As an example, at a = 103 Rg, where
vorb ∼ 10, 000km s−1, a kick perpendicular to the disc mid-
plane with vkick < 2500 km s−1 will still leave a remnant
BH on an orbit with i < 15◦. Thus, we expect AGN disks
that are as dense as the SG model (ρ ∼ 10−11g/cm3) can re-
tain or rapidly recapture the overwhelming majority of BBH
merger products. Such AGN disks should thus be an ideal
site for hierarchical BH merger scenarios. For lower density
AGN disks, akin to TQM model disks (ρ ∼ 10−12g/cm3), a
large fraction of kicked BBH mergers in the AGN channel
will be lost from the disk. Thus, the relative rate of large
mass BBH mergers as measured by LIGO-Virgo can help us
probe typical properties of their host AGN disks, such as
density and scale height as a function of disk radius.
4.2.2 Low density AGN disks: ρ < 10−11g/cm−3
Drag is much less efficient for NSC orbit capture if AGN
disks are generally more like the lower density TQM model.
Several important implications follow. First, the population
of embedded objects in those types of AGN disks will mostly
correspond to those orbits initially geometrically coincident
with the disk. This population will be a fraction O(H/a) of
the NSC population. Second, if AGN disks are typically low
density, then the buildup of IMBH in this channel must be
severely limited, even for relatively long lived AGN O(10s
Myr).
4.3 Electromagnetic consequences
Two types of EM counterparts should be expected from nu-
clear cluster objects interacting with AGN disks. First, em-
bedded objects in AGN disks can generate multiple EM sig-
natures, due to interactions, accretion and merger of those
embedded objects (e.g. McKernan et al. 2020a). Second,
objects that cross the disk but are not yet captured can
yield EM flares due to disk entry and disk exit. In the latter
case, the bow shock temperature from a disk-crossing star is
Tbow ∼ 105K (vrel/102 km s−1)2 and the associated flare lumi-
nosity L ∼ 1038 erg s−1(vrel/102 km s−1)8(R/R)2 (Zentsova
1983; McKernan et al. 2014). The O(v8rel) luminosity depen-
dence of disk-crossing flares suggests that higher inclination,
large mass stars will produce very luminous, but short-lived
flares from disk crossing.
From §4.2, dense AGN disks (ρ ≥ 10−11g/cm−3) are
likely to capture a significant fraction of nuclear cluster or-
biters and to retain or re-capture kicked merger products,
well within fiducial AGN lifetimes. As a result, EM counter-
parts due to an embedded population, such as supernovae,
kilonovae and kicked BH merger products (McKernan et al.
2019; Graham et al. 2020a) will be more frequent in dense
AGN disks. Conversely, and intruigingly, flaring due to disk
crossing will be more common in lower density AGN disks;
since capture is less efficient, a higher fraction of orbiters will
exhibit plunging orbits. As a result, the observation that
relatively high amplitude flaring is more common in low-
luminosity AGN (Hook et al. 1994; Graham et al. 2020b)
may be related to the lower efficiency of disk capture in
low luminosity AGN, if many of those flares are due to disk
crossing orbits.
Even in the absence of direct EM counterparts to BBH
mergers, Bartos et al. (2017a) provides an elegant method
for determining the AGN channel contribution to the LIGO-
Virgo BBH merger detection rate. They compare the ex-
pected occurrence of AGN per LVC error volume to the
observed occurrence of AGN per LVC error volume, and
find that AGN-driven mergers should produce a small but
measurable excess, accumulated over many detections. Af-
ter accounting for realistic contamination rates in current
galaxy catalogs and Ford et al. (2019) find that after ∼ 600
detected BBH mergers, we will be able to measure the AGN
contribution to the merger rate, or limit it to ≤ 30% of all
such mergers at ∼ 95% confidence. This measurement can
help reveal the typical gas density of AGN disks, especially
if that density is high, since high density disks capture more
NSC objects and should produce more BBH mergers.
Separately, small scale mass loss due to repeated stellar
encounters may contribute to the metallicity in AGN disks
(Artymowicz et al. 1993). Finally, embedded stars, or stars
that spend some fraction of their orbits in the AGN disk may
produce substantial metallicity enhancements due to their
unusually large mass in- and outflow rates, caused by the
altered boundary conditions experienced by stars embedded
in AGN disks (see Cantiello, Jermyn & Lin, in prep.). Such
stars may also produce unique EM counterparts which may
enable more direct probes of AGN disk densities and scale
heights, among other properties.
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5 CONCLUSIONS
We investigate the rate of capture of NSC orbiters by AGN
disks around supermassive black holes. Our results depend
strongly on the AGN disk model gas density. For the densest
AGN disks (ρ ≥ 10−10g/cm3), much of the inner core of stars
in the NSC can end up captured by the AGN disk by geomet-
ric drag forces for plausible estimates of AGN disk lifetimes.
Stellar origin black holes (sBH) in NSCs at moderate incli-
nation angles (i < 15◦) are quickly captured by dense AGN
disks, due to Bondi drag, and arrive in the inner disk. Thus,
above a critical AGN disk density of ρ ∼ 10−11g/cm3 and
disk lifetime ≥ 1 Myr, we expect that there is a large em-
bedded population of sBH, stars and stellar remnants which
can support a significant population of mergers detectable
with LIGO-Virgo and LISA.
EM counterparts due to the embedded population will
occur, as can signatures due to orbital capture. For less dense
AGN disks (ρ ≤ 10−11g/cm3), drag is far less efficient and
the embedded population will generally consist of orbits ini-
tially geometrically coincident with the AGN disk, with little
support from captured orbits. However, lower density AGN
disks should exhibit greater flaring variability due to disk
crossing encounters. This latter point may account for some
of the known anti-correlation of quasar luminosity with vari-
ability amplitude.
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